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	Bone Densitometry in Growing Patients: Guidelines for Clinical Practice, edited by Drs. Sawyer, Bachrach, and Fung, is a milestone book for all health prof- sionals concerned with bone health in growing patients. The book introduces and emphasizes the importance of attending to issues of bone health and development in childhood and adolescence as a way of maintaining such health and decreasing the epidemic of osteoporosis that we are now seeing in older adults. In doing so, the book offers a much-needed first set of standards of bone densitometry in growing patients. Given the numerous reports of serious interpretation errors in densitometry results in children, the development of this body of work is truly important. It is in this context that Bone Densitometry in Growing Patients: Guidelines for Clinical Practice presents the current evidence, including an assessment of the strengths and weaknesses in the data on assessing bone density in childhood and adolescence. In short, the editors and authors have done an outstanding job of or- nizing not only the key topics in this broad clinical discussion, but also, and most importantly, the evidence within these areas.
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The Online Rules of Successful Companies: The Fool-Proof Guide to Building ProfitsPearson Education, 2002
In The Online Rules of Successful Companies: The  Fool-Proof Guide to Building Profits, leading Internet entrepreneur Robin  "Roblimo" Miller (developer for Slashdot and Freshmeat Web sites) presents  systematic rules for building the profitability of your business online,  whatever you sell - products,...
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Windows Mobile Game Development: Building games for the Windows Phone and other mobile devicesApress, 2010

	Gaming on the move has become very popular over recent years. With the arrival of the Nintendo Gameboy, people realized that they could take their games with them, and as technology has become more sophisticated these games have grown too, encompassing complex game mechanics, advanced 2D and 3D graphics, and engrossing stories and game worlds...
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Ecosystem Responses to Mercury Contamination: Indicators of ChangeCRC Press, 2007

	As rising levels of mercury in the environment pose an increasing threat of toxicity to humans and wildlife, several laws already call for industries to reduce mercury emissions at the source. Ecosystem Responses to Mercury Contamination: Indicators of Change outlines the infrastructure and methods needed to measure, monitor, and regulate the...
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Graphics Tablet SolutionsPremier Press, 2001
Containing 320 pages of vivid, full-color examples, "Graphic Tablet Solutions" is the first book to address graphics tablets, bringing new freedom to its users through the book's simple format and comprehensive topics. This book teaches users to choose, install, customize and optimize the hardware for their design needs. It covers how to...
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Sensors and Control Systems in Manufacturing, Second EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2009
A Comprehensive Guide to Sensors and Control Systems in Manufacturing

Thoroughly updated with cutting-edge technologies, this detailed resource offers proven methods for effectively evaluating, selecting, and implementing sensors and controls to ensure error-free manufacturing environments.  Sensors and Control Systems in...
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Networking All-in-One Desk Reference For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
10 books in 1 — your key to networking success!
    Your one-stop guide to the latest updates on networking    

    Packed with new and updated material on Windows Server 2008, the latest Red Hat Fedora, Vista, and Office 2007, and the most up-to-date wireless standards, this solitary reference...
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